Motivation: Molecular docking is one of the successful approaches in structure based discovery and development of bioactive molecules in chemical biology and medicinal chemistry. Due to the huge amount of computational time that is still required, docking is often the last step in a virtual screening approach. Such screenings are set as workflows spanned over many steps, each aiming at different filtering task. These workflows can be automatized in large parts using python based toolkits except for docking using the docking software GOLD. However, within an automated virtual screening workflow it is not feasible to use the GUI in between every step to change the GOLD configuration file. Thus, a python module called PyGOLD was developed, to parse, edit and write the GOLD configuration file and to automate docking based virtual screening workflows. Availability and Implementation: The latest version of PyGOLD, its documentation and example scripts are available at: http://www.ccb.tu-dortmund.de/koch or http://www.agkoch.de. PyGOLD is implemented in Python and can be imported as a standard python module without any further dependencies.
Introduction
GOLD (Genetic Optimization for Ligand Docking) is a well-known protein-ligand docking software, providing a range of scoring functions and highly customizable docking protocols (Verdonk et al., 2003) . These protocols can be accessed and manipulated via the GOLD configuration text file that contains all available gold settings like genetic algorithm and scoring function parameters, number of docking poses, water molecules, etc. Unfortunately, GOLD lacks a programming language API, which could improve its productivity. Here we introduce a comprehensive python based wrapper of the GOLD configuration file, named as PyGOLD, which allows to automate workflows of any number of steps with any changes required in the GOLD configuration file.
Docking is an established approach to find new molecular ligands of protein targets or predict the native binding mode (Kitchen et al., 2004) . In methods like cross-docking large libraries of small molecules are docked against multiple protein structures (Patel et al., 2015) . Although computer power increases with every new computer architecture, it is still hardly feasible to perform a pure docking based virtual screening. This is due to the huge available chemical space (Ruddigkeit et al., 2012) and ever-increasing size of the commercial available compound libraries. Therefore, the amount of compounds for docking is often reduced by the combination of other structure-and ligand-based virtual screening approaches in a sequential manner (Kumar and Zhang, 2015) . Especially, chemoinformatic toolkits like RDKit (http://www.rdkit. org/) or the chemistry development kit (https://sourceforge.net/proj ects/cdk/) (Steinbeck et al., 2003) allow developing workflows to automatically apply different virtual screening steps. The final docking step can now be included in these workflows using PyGOLD, the python based API to the docking software GOLD. In addition, python scripts editing and writing the configuration file can be incorporated as nodes in workflow management systems like KNIME (Berthold et al., 2007) . The GOLD configuration file wrapper is written as a module in python using standard libraries. The core of the PyGOLD package is the GOLD configuration file class, GoldConfig, which has five main kinds of methods (i) readgoldconfig, which read and parse the GOLD configuration file, (ii) getproperty to access a parameter; setproperty to change the value of parameter and delproperty to delete the parameter completely from configuration file, (iii) createstdgoldconfig to create a standard configuration file object with default setting using minimal input given as protein and ligand structure files, (iv) writegoldconfig to write the new configuration file from the created or modified configuration file object and (v) splitgoldconfig to split the GOLD docking job in specified number of jobs by writing a separate configuration file for each job. The PyGOLD package also has GoldMol2Reader and Gold2Mol classes, which can be used to access and to write mol2 text blocks in a python dictionary. The type and format of each parameter is checked during changes which reduces the chance of syntax error while setting parameter values. The module also provides logging of the steps and exceptions are raised during runtime in file names pygold_xxxxxx.-log. The documentation is generated in html format by Sphinx.
Usage examples
A typical docking based virtual screening workflow deals with the docking of molecules showing a structural similarity to known ligands. Our example workflow therefore takes a protonated protein and the extracted ligand as input data and automatically docks similar ligands using the four different scoring functions. In addition, a constrained-based high-throughput docking approach as described by Koch et al (Koch et al., 2013) is included in the workflow. The entire workflow was written in python, using PubChem's REST services, fast (Synchronous) Structure Search on PubChem and our in house PyGOLD module. A visualization of this workflow can be found in the Supplementary information.
In a first step, the ligand's SMILES is retrieved using the PDB RESTful web service and similar molecules from PubChem (Kim et al., 2016) are retrieved and prepared for docking. As a next step, these compounds are docked using Goldscore and the provided constraints. Afterwards, all molecules are extracted that fulfill these constraints and redocked using exhaustive settings. All poses that still fulfill the constraints are extracted by an additional filtering step using constrained rescoring. During the last steps, these extracted poses are rescored using the available scoring functions. The final gold.conf file points to poses from similar molecules that were automatically retrieved from PubChem and all show the initially defined constraints and scores of all four scoring functions. This script can routinely be executed to identify new similar molecules that show a similar binding mode.
Another example script utilizes fconv (Neudert and Klebe, 2011 ) to automatically identify potential binding sites of a protein and docks into these binding sites. Other scripts, like a parallel gold script that docks on a multicore machine, are also provided as example scripts of the PyGold module. A description is provided in the Supplementary information.
Applicability
The PyGOLD module can be imported as a standard python module without any further dependencies. As a starting point, a basic configuration file can be generated using standard settings with minimal input requirements like a protein structure and an extracted ligand structure file for automatically defining the docking binding site. Optionally, a configuration file generated from GOLD GUI can also be used as starting point. Then, it can be read, parsed, edited and written again using PyGOLD for next steps of workflow.
Summary and conclusion
The PyGOLD python module allows automating the use of GOLD for docking. GOLD can now be included in any virtual screening workflow as shown by the provided virtual screening example script. Workflows like this can now be easily implemented.
Notes
This module is proprietary software but is provided for download. The latest version of python module PyGOLD, its documentation and example scripts are available at: http://www.ccb.tu-dortmund. de/koch or http://www.agkoch.de. Further developed scripts that utilize PyGOLD will also be made available on this webpage. This module can be used as any standard python module.
All feedback is greatly appreciated. Please contact the authors if you want to include PyGOLD into any other packages or if you want to provide further workflow scripts.
